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Letting an Issue Come
 1. What is the _? (issue, situation, challenge, problem, conundrum, 

quandary, question, dilemma, stuck place)
 2. What do I want to work on?
 3. Clearing a Space oriented to the Issue. 

What is in the way of feeling _? (fine, productive, optimistic, 
peaceful)

Holding FS or SE and Letting the Issue Clarify
 4. FS➙I  What issue or situation is that felt sense about in my life?
 5. FS➙I  Is there some issue or situation like that (e.g. sticky, jumpy, 

sadness —FS descriptors) in my life?
 6. FS➙I  As I hold the body sense, does an issue come? Is that issue 

somehow connected to this body sense?
 7. SE➙I  What issue/situation would be good to work on from this place 

of Self-Empathy?
 8. SE➙I  What issue/situation comes as I hold this Self-Empathy?

Entering through the Issue
 9. Can I state the issue in a succinct way?
 10. Can I “Name the Issue” in 3-6 words?
 11. Can I vary a word within that name toward exploring the naming 

further?
 12. Am I still with the previous issue or has it changed?
 13. Do I need to refine my statement of the issue?
 14. What piece of the issue is central now?
 15. Do I want to move to a different Issue?
 16. Is it ok to explore this Issue or FS?
 17. Is there a way to explore this issue without it making me too _? 

(anxious, depressed, sad, obsessive, dissociated)

Shifting Through the Issue
 18. Is there insight or realization about the issue or situation which I can 

recognize?
 19. Are there new possibilities emerging in the situation from the shift and 

insights?
 20. Is the shift incomplete? Are there remnants?

Refining Action Steps out of the New Possibilities
 21. Can I hold the shift and the new possibilities and wait for an action step 

to come?
 22. Is there an action step which would fit with these new possibilities?
 23. Can I let a possible action step interact with my whole knowing?
 24. Can I look for an action step in the next few _? (minutes, hours, 

days, weeks, months)
 25. When I take the action step, what happens in the situation?
 26. What comes new from Acting Into the Situation?
 27. Can I stay in interaction with the evolving situation?

Letting a Felt Sense Come
 1. What is the _? (felt sense, feeling tone, felt meaning, puzzled feeling, body sense, 

background feeling, direct referent)
 2. What Felt Sense do I want to work on?
 3. Clearing a Space Oriented to the Felt Sense. 

What is in the way of feeling _? (fine, productive, optimistic, peaceful)

Holding I or SE and Letting a Felt Sense Form
 4. I➙FS  What felt sense forms in my body as I hold that issue?
 5. I➙FS  Is there something meaningful (felt meaning) NOW that comes in my body about that 

situation?
 6. I➙FS  What is the whole of that situation for me now? (Attention on body)
 7. I➙FS  What’s that like in my body (as I hold the issue)?
 8. SE➙FS  What Felt Sense would be good to work on from this place of Self-Empathy?
 9. SE➙FS  Holding the Self-Empathy I have found, can I wait for  a felt sense to form?

Avenues into Felt Sensing
 10. Where in my body do I sense the “whole” of the situation?
 11. Can I describe it with an emotional word (hesitant, awkward, sad, afraid, confused)
 12. Can I describe it with a kinesthetic word? (jumpy, smooth, tense, warm, solid)
 13. Can I describe the texture, shape, or temperature?
 14. Can I describe it with a metaphor?
 15. Can I use sound, gesture, or whole body posture, to fit the FS?
 16. Can I use images, internal dialogue or speaking out of the felts sense? (being sure to check back 

with the felt sense for resonance)
 17. Can I use relevance to the past as a way to get at the FS?
 18. With positive felt senses, can I work on expanding them rather than transforming them?
 19. Specifying further: After finding words, sounds, gestures images, metaphors: Can I modify or 

specify them with a second word or avenue? (a nervous awkwardness) or What kind of jumpy? 
(e.g. a sticky jumpy)

Holding the Question & Waiting for a shift in the Felt Sense
Keep attention on FS while asking:
 20. What does that _ need? (e.g. jumpy nervous —FS Descriptor)
 21. What makes it so _? (e.g. sticky awkward —FS Descriptor)
 22. What is the crux of it?
 23. How would it feel if it were all OK?
 24. What does this _ (e.g. rough strange —FS Descriptor) imply for the situation?
 25. If the shift is incomplete, can I ask these questions toward the remnants of the original Felt 

Sense?

Felt Sensing with Possible Action Steps
 26. Can I check the possible action step with my Felt Sense?
 27. Is the possible action step too big of a step?
 28. Are there objections to the possible action step in my whole knowing?
 29. Can I sense the time frame (day, week, month) within which an action step needs to happen?
 30. As I take the specific action, how does the Felt Sense of the situation change?
 31. Do I need to check again after a time lapse? (it may take time for the action to have its effect)

Letting Self-Empathy Come
 1. Can I be _ (gentle, kind, accepting, caring, patient) with myself now?
 2. What is a good way to be with myself now?
 3. Is there a way to be with myself now?
 4. What is a good kind of Self-Empathy to start from?

Holding I or FS and Letting Self-Empathy
Find an easily accesible self-empathy. You may need to try a few.
 5. I➙SE  As I hold my issue or situation, is there some small kind of empathy for 

myself which comes?
 6. I➙SE  Can I be _ (gentle, kind, curious, patient) in my situation? 
 7. I➙SE  Can I have _ (compassion, tenderness, understanding) for myself 

in this situation?
 8. FS➙SE  As I hold the Felt Sense, is there some small kind of empathy for myself 

which comes?
 9. FS➙SE  Can I be _ (soft, interested, open) with the Felt Sense?

Entering through Self Empathy
 10. Can I find more forms of self-empathy in relation to the situation or the Felt 

Sense?
 11. Can I acknowledge the value of discovering that I cannot have a certain kind of 

Self-Empathy so easily?
 12. Can I appreciate the difficulty of changing this situation when I can’t be 
_ , _ , _ , _ (gentle, curious, interested, kind) toward 
my situation or toward my Felt Sense?

 13. Can I be glad for a small step, a small change that has come? (in the Felt Sense 
or with the Issue)

 14. Can I honor a true “no” to the question, “Is it OK to explore this Issue or Felt 
Sense?

Shifting through Self-Empathy
 15. Is there a form of empathy which would bring the shift?
 16. What kind of empathy will I be able to have when the shift comes?
 17. Can I ENJOY the shift? Can I receive the shift?
 18. Can I recognize and pause a critic attack coming soon after a shift?
 19. Can I gently hold remnants of the original felt sense which still await a shift?

Self-Empathy for Acting Into
 20. Can I be patient with the refining of the action step?
 21. Can I make space for the possible action step to interact with my whole 

knowing?
 22. Can I make room for objections and refinements coming from my whole 

knowing?
 23. Can I appreciate my taking an action step?
 24. Can I appreciate my adjusting the planned action step with further thinking/

sensing?
 25. Can I appreciate the difficulty of taking this action step?
 26. Can I be curious about what came new from taking the action step?
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Letting an Issue Come
 1. What is the _? (issue, situation, challenge, problem, conundrum, 

quandary, question, dilemma, stuck place)
 2. What do I want to work on?
 3. Clearing a Space oriented to the Issue. 

What is in the way of feeling _? (fine, productive, optimistic, 
peaceful)

Holding FS or SE and Letting the Issue Clarify
 4. FS➙I  What issue or situation is that felt sense about in my life?
 5. FS➙I  Is there some issue or situation like that (e.g. sticky, jumpy, 

sadness —FS descriptors) in my life?
 6. FS➙I  As I hold the body sense, does an issue come? Is that issue 

somehow connected to this body sense?
 7. SE➙I  What issue/situation would be good to work on from this place 

of Self-Empathy?
 8. SE➙I  What issue/situation comes as I hold this Self-Empathy?

Entering through the Issue
 9. Can I state the issue in a succinct way?
 10. Can I “Name the Issue” in 3-6 words?
 11. Can I vary a word within that name toward exploring the naming 

further?
 12. Am I still with the previous issue or has it changed?
 13. Do I need to refine my statement of the issue?
 14. What piece of the issue is central now?
 15. Do I want to move to a different Issue?
 16. Is it ok to explore this Issue or FS?
 17. Is there a way to explore this issue without it making me too _? 

(anxious, depressed, sad, obsessive, dissociated)

Shifting Through the Issue
 18. Is there insight or realization about the issue or situation which I can 

recognize?
 19. Are there new possibilities emerging in the situation from the shift and 

insights?
 20. Is the shift incomplete? Are there remnants?

Refining Action Steps out of the New Possibilities
 21. Can I hold the shift and the new possibilities and wait for an action step 

to come?
 22. Is there an action step which would fit with these new possibilities?
 23. Can I let a possible action step interact with my whole knowing?
 24. Can I look for an action step in the next few _? (minutes, hours, 

days, weeks, months)
 25. When I take the action step, what happens in the situation?
 26. What comes new from Acting Into the Situation?
 27. Can I stay in interaction with the evolving situation?

Letting a Felt Sense Come
 1. What is the _? (felt sense, feeling tone, felt meaning, puzzled feeling, body sense, 

background feeling, direct referent)
 2. What Felt Sense do I want to work on?
 3. Clearing a Space Oriented to the Felt Sense. 

What is in the way of feeling _? (fine, productive, optimistic, peaceful)

Holding I or SE and Letting a Felt Sense Form
 4. I➙FS  What felt sense forms in my body as I hold that issue?
 5. I➙FS  Is there something meaningful (felt meaning) NOW that comes in my body about that 

situation?
 6. I➙FS  What is the whole of that situation for me now? (Attention on body)
 7. I➙FS  What’s that like in my body (as I hold the issue)?
 8. SE➙FS  What Felt Sense would be good to work on from this place of Self-Empathy?
 9. SE➙FS  Holding the Self-Empathy I have found, can I wait for  a felt sense to form?

Avenues into Felt Sensing
 10. Where in my body do I sense the “whole” of the situation?
 11. Can I describe it with an emotional word (hesitant, awkward, sad, afraid, confused)
 12. Can I describe it with a kinesthetic word? (jumpy, smooth, tense, warm, solid)
 13. Can I describe the texture, shape, or temperature?
 14. Can I describe it with a metaphor?
 15. Can I use sound, gesture, or whole body posture, to fit the FS?
 16. Can I use images, internal dialogue or speaking out of the felts sense? (being sure to check back 

with the felt sense for resonance)
 17. Can I use relevance to the past as a way to get at the FS?
 18. With positive felt senses, can I work on expanding them rather than transforming them?
 19. Specifying further: After finding words, sounds, gestures images, metaphors: Can I modify or 

specify them with a second word or avenue? (a nervous awkwardness) or What kind of jumpy? 
(e.g. a sticky jumpy)

Holding the Question & Waiting for a shift in the Felt Sense
Keep attention on FS while asking:
 20. What does that _ need? (e.g. jumpy nervous —FS Descriptor)
 21. What makes it so _? (e.g. sticky awkward —FS Descriptor)
 22. What is the crux of it?
 23. How would it feel if it were all OK?
 24. What does this _ (e.g. rough strange —FS Descriptor) imply for the situation?
 25. If the shift is incomplete, can I ask these questions toward the remnants of the original Felt 

Sense?

Felt Sensing with Possible Action Steps
 26. Can I check the possible action step with my Felt Sense?
 27. Is the possible action step too big of a step?
 28. Are there objections to the possible action step in my whole knowing?
 29. Can I sense the time frame (day, week, month) within which an action step needs to happen?
 30. As I take the specific action, how does the Felt Sense of the situation change?
 31. Do I need to check again after a time lapse? (it may take time for the action to have its effect)

Letting Self-Empathy Come
 1. Can I be _ (gentle, kind, accepting, caring, patient) with myself now?
 2. What is a good way to be with myself now?
 3. Is there a way to be with myself now?
 4. What is a good kind of Self-Empathy to start from?

Holding I or FS and Letting Self-Empathy
Find an easily accesible self-empathy. You may need to try a few.
 5. I➙SE  As I hold my issue or situation, is there some small kind of empathy for 

myself which comes?
 6. I➙SE  Can I be _ (gentle, kind, curious, patient) in my situation? 
 7. I➙SE  Can I have _ (compassion, tenderness, understanding) for myself 

in this situation?
 8. FS➙SE  As I hold the Felt Sense, is there some small kind of empathy for myself 

which comes?
 9. FS➙SE  Can I be _ (soft, interested, open) with the Felt Sense?

Entering through Self Empathy
 10. Can I find more forms of self-empathy in relation to the situation or the Felt 

Sense?
 11. Can I acknowledge the value of discovering that I cannot have a certain kind of 

Self-Empathy so easily?
 12. Can I appreciate the difficulty of changing this situation when I can’t be 
_ , _ , _ , _ (gentle, curious, interested, kind) toward 
my situation or toward my Felt Sense?

 13. Can I be glad for a small step, a small change that has come? (in the Felt Sense 
or with the Issue)

 14. Can I honor a true “no” to the question, “Is it OK to explore this Issue or Felt 
Sense?

Shifting through Self-Empathy
 15. Is there a form of empathy which would bring the shift?
 16. What kind of empathy will I be able to have when the shift comes?
 17. Can I ENJOY the shift? Can I receive the shift?
 18. Can I recognize and pause a critic attack coming soon after a shift?
 19. Can I gently hold remnants of the original felt sense which still await a shift?

Self-Empathy for Acting Into
 20. Can I be patient with the refining of the action step?
 21. Can I make space for the possible action step to interact with my whole 

knowing?
 22. Can I make room for objections and refinements coming from my whole 

knowing?
 23. Can I appreciate my taking an action step?
 24. Can I appreciate my adjusting the planned action step with further thinking/

sensing?
 25. Can I appreciate the difficulty of taking this action step?
 26. Can I be curious about what came new from taking the action step?


